None of these courses are prerequisites to one another, however our experts recommend starting with the Business Analysis Essentials course regardless of your certification track.

**ENTERPRISE TRACK**

Suitable for business analysts/systems analysts who focus on concept-to-delivery business analysis activities such as business analysis planning, requirements elicitation, requirements analysis, requirements modeling, and solution evaluation.

**TECHNICAL TRACK**

Suitable for business analysts/systems analysts that are involved in writing acceptance criteria, writing test scripts, conducting the testing of applications, planning the testing effort for software applications, or validating product requirements.

**MODELING TRACK**

Suitable for business analysts/systems analysts who are responsible (in part or in whole) for analyzing, modeling, or validating requirements through the use of models. Modeling allows the analysts to convert conceptual requirements into a tangible format.

The CBAP and CCBA certifications are for experienced business analysts/systems analysts and are administered by the International Institute of Business Analysis.

The PMI-PBA certification is primarily for project managers who are responsible for conducting business analysis or who are responsible for managing the business analysts on their projects. This exam is administered by the Project Management Institute (PMI).

*None of these courses are prerequisites to one another, however our experts recommend starting with the Business Analysis Essentials course regardless of your certification track.*
Accelerate Your Success with Global Knowledge

Global Knowledge is the world’s leading IT and business skills training provider. Offering the most relevant and timely content delivered by the best instructors, we provide customers around the world with their choice of convenient class times, delivery methods and formats to accelerate their success. Our thousands of courses span from foundational training to specialized certifications.

Our training includes learning provider partnerships with:
- Amazon Web Services
- Avaya
- Cisco
- Citrix
- CompTIA
- Dell SonicWALL
- EMC
- IBM
- Juniper
- Microsoft
- Oracle
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We offer learning services for critical business and technology sectors:
- Agile and Scrum
- Application Development and Programming
- Big Data
- Business Analysis
- Cloud Computing
- Collaboration
- Communication
- Cybersecurity
- Databases
- ITIL® and IT Service Management
- Leadership Development
- Mobile and Wireless
- Networking and Data Center
- Project Management
- Virtualization
- VoIP and Telephony

Choose the Delivery Format that Fits Your Needs
We deliver quality instructor-led training in our classrooms, live or on-demand via the Internet, and to private groups at the location of your choice. You get the flexibility and convenience you need to match your learning style and meet your training goals, schedule and budget.

Learn from the Best Instructors
- Our instructors are rigorously screened subject matter experts who bring their applied knowledge and expertise to the classroom and beyond with mentoring and community interaction.
- Our instructors represent the best in their fields. For example, our project management instructors are PMP®-certified professionals, our Microsoft instructors are MCTs and our ITIL instructors are ITIL Experts. Our Citrix instructors are CCIs – in fact, one is a Master CCI, one of only a few in the world.
- We have more CCIE, CCSI, MCSE, MCSA and MCITP instructors and more IBM Master Instructors than any other training provider.

Engage with Custom, Hands-On Labs and Exercises
- We’ve invested millions of dollars in the best equipment, enabling you to configure and troubleshoot cutting-edge routers, switches, IP phones, and optical and security equipment.
- We enhance authorized courseware with extended custom labs and exercises to maximize hands-on training and dramatically improve your learning experience.
- Our business training courses feature in-class case studies and exercises so you can immediately practice what you learn.

Train Your Entire Team or Company with Our Worldwide Solutions
- We provide instructor-led training in classrooms in more than 23 countries, as well as live online training and private on-site professional development. Our courses are taught in 11 languages.
- Customers all over the world trust us to deliver timely, consistent and high-quality training solutions and learning services to individuals, teams and a globally dispersed workforce.

Experience Award-Winning Training
We are the only training provider to receive top awards for training excellence:
- Microsoft Learning Partner of the Year
- IBM Global Training Provider of the Year
- VMware Global Training Partner of the Year
- Cisco Global Learning Partner of the Year
- Red Hat Premier Training Partner of the Year
- Most Strategic Citrix Authorized Learning Center
- Juniper Networks Authorized Education Partner, Gold
- PMI Product of the Year
- TrainingIndustry.com Top 20 IT Training Company
- Redmond Magazine Reader’s Choice: Gold
- EC-Council Training Center of the Year